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zine (noun) 
a bundle of weird stuff
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Diana Liao

Diana’s piece on version control:



Diana Liao (highlights added)



Diana Liao (highlights added)



Diana Liao



We stumbled on desire paths  
in creative interfaces.



http://99percentinvisible.org/article/least-resistance-desire-paths-can-lead-better-design/



http://99percentinvisible.org/article/least-resistance-desire-paths-can-lead-better-design/



Case study: how can we turn 
desire paths into sidewalks?

This idea is closely related to Michael Nielsen’s 
ideas on reifying hidden representations and 
deep principles about the world in interfaces. 
See “Thought as a Technology.”







The act of writing inevitably changes what you 
want to say…  

[It’s] a process, not just of setting down a concept 
already fully formed in the mind, but of discovering 
what it is you meant in the first place. 

First Draft of the Revolution  
Emily Short & Liza Daly













Rewriting one part helps you realize  
what you meant to say elsewhere!



Two more case studies:  
how can we turn desire paths 
into sidewalks?



art by Rebecca Sugar

zine from Youth in Decline



top: art by Rebecca Sugar





Neeta Patel



How can we enable artists to navigate 
alternate pasts and futures, to more 
easily explore regions and versions of 
their work?























selective  
backtracking











The act of writing inevitably changes what you 
want to say…  

[It’s] a process, not just of setting down a concept 
already fully formed in the mind, but of discovering 
what it is you meant in the first place. 

First Draft of the Revolution  
Emily Short & Liza Daly



Semantic spot process is richer than stroke-based process!

(video)



complicated to manually implement: 
let’s build a tool



Related work



CAUSALITY: A Conceptual Model of Interaction History (Nancel and Cockburn)

Rich manipulations on object and history



video: undo trees in emacs (Toby Cubitt)



Case study for prose: 
how can we turn desire paths 
into sidewalks?









no user-set checkpoints or comments



Diana Liao (highlights added)



Diana Liao (highlights added)



(don’t look at the rest of this talk if you’re a CCS reviewer!)



In prose, how can we bridge the gap 
between history and version control? 

How can we create a skimmable history?



How did this text change over time?



more intensely edited

more recently  
changed























more intensely edited

more recently  
changed



undo/delete-to-content ratio 
  

= 34 / 144 
= 0.24

time

ratio







Desire paths in programming interfaces: 
that’s a whole new talk…



Spot the desire paths!





How can we help humans 
turn prose into code?



Three findings



1. Many desire paths in 
creative interfaces are 
hacks to support process.



2. The natural evolution of 
creative interfaces over 
time has been to support 
process.



3. We have a unique 
opportunity to reënvision 
interfaces to treat creative 
processes as first-class citizens.



The act of writing inevitably changes what you 
want to say…  

[It’s] a process, not just of setting down a concept 
already fully formed in the mind, but of discovering 
what it is you meant in the first place. 

First Draft of the Revolution  
Emily Short & Liza Daly



a. Plunder from every timeline. 



Variolite: Supporting Exploratory Programming by Data Scientists (Kery and Myers)



b. Support the feedback loop 
between messy thought and 
neat thought.



from the notebook of Federico Ardila 
h/t Messy thought, neat thought 

May-Li Khoe

I’m building a tool to support mathematical process! http://penrose.ink

http://penrose.ink


How lovely would it be if our UI could help 
capture messiness and iteration in a way that 
made it visible and actively encouraged? 

Messy thought, neat thought 
May-Li Khoe





c. Build in access to humanity’s  
prior work: search, synthesis, remixing.







AI-assisted design: 
also a whole new talk.

See Hebron’s “Rethinking design tools in the age of machine learning.”



Let’s reify high-level processes!



http://99percentinvisible.org/article/least-resistance-desire-paths-can-lead-better-design/







Thanks!

@hypotext

svn.ink/process

Thanks to Angela Zhou, Raymond Zhong, Chris Beiser, Robert Ochshorn,  
Nate Sauder, Sherjil Ozair, and Vrushank Vora for helpful feedback.

Want to collaborate on process? 
Let’s talk!



Discussion
• What are your own processes and process artifacts? 

• What are your desire paths in interfaces,              
process-related or not? 

• What are the most anti-process interfaces? 

• Jam suggested by Max Kreminski: talk to your 
neighbor and create a tiny tool to support some part 
of their creative process. 

• Zines: I will mail you a physical copy. Email me your 
address! kqy@cs.cmu.edu

mailto:kqy@cs.cmu.edu


Appendix



• (Apologies if I misremembered your response!) 

• “We don’t have to just support desire paths. We can, and should, show 
people whole new ways of doing things.” 

• “Work by Klemmer et al. shows that a group that is forced to maintain 
separate iterations tends to create better work than a group that must 
iterate in one thread.” (?) (I may have misquoted) 

• “This reminds me of the time that Sketch removed the ability to export 
nested artboards. Designers store iterations in these artboards, and 
they got so angry on Twitter that Sketch put the feature back.” 

• “I personally doubt that any software could support all the processes I 
want. I need to move between mediums: physically move from a 
‘creation’ space to a ‘refinement’ space.” 

• “I prefer working on typewriters and speaking on phones because 
otherwise I can spend endless time fiddling with the process.” 

• “I wonder about the relation of this work to that of encouraging 
disfluencies such as ‘um,’ ‘er,’ and ‘ah’ in conversation.”

Comments from audience



Ideas from Nate Sauder: 

Write an emacs hook where each save automatically creates a 
commit, then squash manually. Writing the commit message is 
very helpful. You can recursively squash. git should support 
hierarchical commits! 

See also magit and git-messenger: can have one file displaying 
4-5 versions at a time.



Piece by Avneesh Sarwate





Footnote: 

The reason I dislike the question “can computers make art?” is 
that it destroys the human creative process. The process is so 
powerful: modeled sequentially, it helps you discover what you 
wanted in the first place. You don’t just generate an image. I 
think a better way is for computers to collaborate in helping a 
human discover what it is they wanted in the first place.



obligatory



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wUKMIi0mInc via Chris Beiser

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wUKMIi0mInc


• PROCESS I: Angela, Katherine, Raymond 

• PROCESS II: Lea, Chris, Neeta, Diana, Max, and Avneesh’s pieces and comments 

• “Least resistance: how desire paths can lead to better design” (Kurt Hohlstedt and photographers at 99% Invisible) 

• Thought as a technology (Michael Nielsen) 

• Frontier #14: Rebecca Sugar (Youth in Decline) 

• First Draft of the Revolution (Emily Short and Liza Daly) 

• “Variolite: supporting exploratory programing by data scientists” (Kery and Myers) 

• “Running incomplete programs” (Voysey et al.) 

• “Messy thought, neat thought” (May-Li Khoe, Khan Academy Long-Term Research) 

• “Causality: a conceptual model of interaction history” (Nancel and Cockburn) 

• "Integrating Prose as First-Class Citizens with Models and Code” (Voelter) 

• “Mosaic: designing online creative communities for sharing works-in-progress” (Kim et al.) 

• “Generative visual manipulation on the visual manifold” (Zhu et al.) 

• “Rethinking design tools in the age of machine learning” (Patrick Hebron) 

• Related: distributed and embodied cognition 

• Max Kreminski’s tweet on making microtools to support someone else’s creative process  

• François Chollet’s tweet on creativity as a time-based process 

• @mcclure and @vectorpoem’s tweets on a creative initial state 

• Software cited: Photoshop, Illustrator, iA Writer, git, emacs, Scrivener, Agda, Kite
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